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METHOD FOR INTERACTIVE , REAL - TIME providing a 3D model of a soft body , said model com 
ANIMATION OF SOFT BODY DYNAMICS prising a set of vertices connected by edges ; 
providing a first iteration of the animation ; 
TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION defining a set of physical constraints between vertices in 5 the 3D model , said set of constraints forming a system of 
The present invention relates generally to computer linear equations , Yq = b , where q is a set of unknowns 
graphics animation . More specifically , the present invention representing positions of the vertices , Y is a sparse matrix , 
relates to a method for interactive , real - time animation of and b is an energy function comprising effects of external 
soft body dynamics . forces ; 
10 solving said system of linear equations by : 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring algorithm to an 
undirected graph corresponding to the matrix Y , 
Many applications in the field of computer graphics thereby partitioning the system of linear equations into 
require animation of soft bodies , i . e . deformable objects a set of partitions each including an independent subset 
such as cloth , vegetation , hair , muscles , etc . Examples of 15 of unknowns , 
such applications include video games , computer - aided for each partition , applying a Gauss - Seidel based solver in 
design , and education tools like surgical simulators . Soft parallel , thereby solving the system of linear equations 
body animation typically involves solving a large set of to determine an approximation of the unknowns ; 
equations governing the dynamics of the object to be ani - using the determined approximation of the unknowns to 
mated , and an increasing number of applications requires the 20 update the 3D model ; and 
dynamical equations to be solved extremely fast . providing a next iteration of the animation . 
A case in point of an application with particularly severe According to a second aspect of the invention , there is 
speed requirements is interactive animation in real time , presented a non - transitory medium comprising computer 
such as when a video game player moves an object across code configured to perform the above - described method . 
the screen using a computer mouse , or a finger if the screen 25 According to a third aspect of the invention , there is 
is a touch screen . In order to achieve high quality interac - presented an animation system for interactive , real - time 
tivity at 30 frames per second the total amount of time animation of soft body dynamics , comprising : an input port 
available to update all the components of a scene is 33 configured to receive instructions from a user , wherein the 
milliseconds , and only a fraction of this time can be devoted input port enables the user to interact in real time with a 3D 
to advancing the dynamics of the animated objects . Often , 30 model of a soft body to be animated ; an output port 
the available time slice for physically - based animations is as connectable to a display for displaying an animation of the 
little as 5 milliseconds . The accuracy of the solution of linear soft body based on the received instructions from the user ; iterative solvers depends on the number of iterations ; how a modelling unit configured to provide the 3D model , said 
ever only a small number of iterations can be accommodated model comprising a set of vertices connected by edges , the 
in such a tight time budget . Traditionally , this has typically 35 modelling unit being further configured to define a set of 
forced the use of simple objects composed from few con physical constraints between vertices in the 3D model , said 
straints whose dynamics can be solved in few iteration steps , set of constraints forming a system of linear equations , 
something which may reduce animation quality . Yq = b , where q is a set of unknowns representing positions 
The dynamical equations are usually solved using linear of the vertices , Y is a sparse matrix , and b is an energy 
iterative techniques , two popular examples being the Gauss - 40 function comprising effects of external forces ; a coloring 
Seidel method and the Jacobi method . However , such meth - unit configured to apply a Brooks - Vizing node coloring 
ods often fail to make optimal use of parallelism , which is algorithm to an undirected graph corresponding to the 
becoming an increasingly important technique for speeding matrix Y , thereby partitioning the system of linear equations 
up computations . The Gauss - Seidel method , for example , is into a set of partitions each including an independent subset 
very difficult to implement on parallel computing architec - 45 of unknowns ; a solving unit configured to , for each partition , 
tures . Parallel implementation of the Jacobi method is easier , apply a Gauss - Seidel based algorithm in parallel , thereby 
but due to slow convergence the method can still not meet solving the system of linear equations to determine an 
the high speed requirements of interactive soft body anima approximation of the unknowns , and an updating unit con 
tion in real time . figured to update the 3D model based on the determined 
Hence , further efforts aimed at finding innovative meth - 50 approximation of the unknowns . 
ods for real time , interactive animation of soft bodies are An external force may for example be a force pulling the 
warranted . In particular , there is a need for fast methods that soft body or a force exerted on the soft body when it strikes 
are sufficiently accurate to produce animations that are a different object . An external force may be defined by a 
realistic enough for a wide range of applications . Further , boundary condition that restricts the movement of the soft 
there is a need for methods that are simple to implement on 55 body in some way . 
parallel computing architectures . Still further , there is a need The present invention provides an innovative combina 
for methods that are easily scalable and / or provide stable tion of the Brooks - Vizing coloring algorithm and the Gauss 
solutions . Seidel solver , which combination enables the parallel com 
putation of the solution in a faster way than the Jacobi 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 60 method . In fact , the system can be solved sufficiently fast to 
enable interactive , real time animation of soft body dynam 
It is an object of the present invention to provide an ics . 
alternative and / or improved method for interactive , real Parallelization of the typically serial Gauss Seidel algo 
time animation of soft body dynamics . rithm by partitioning a sparse matrix is known per se . 
According to a first aspect of the invention , there is 65 However , such partitioning has been considered far too time 
presented a method for interactive , real - time animation of consuming to perform in each frame of a real time anima 
soft body dynamics , comprising the steps of : tion . For example , graph coloring methods have been used 
SOS 
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in applications such as train scheduling and electrical net The number of partitions may be equal to or less than the 
work design , where the time constraints for the computation maximum degree of the undirected graph . The maximum 
are not as severe as in real time animation . degree of the graph equals the maximum degree of its nodes . 
The inventors of the present invention have surprisingly The method can operate using a small number of colors , 
realized that , even though the step of graph coloring neces - 5 something which increases computational speed . 
sarily adds computational complexity , the specific combi The number of partitions may be equal to A / s , where A is 
nation of steps according to the present invention cooperate equal to the maximum degree of the undirected graph and s 
synergistically in a way that more than offsets the added is a shrinking factor greater than one . The shrinking factor complexity . As a result , the method can be advantageously may be equal to the minimum degree of the undirected implemented in commodity parallel hardware , such as mod - 10 graph . The minimum degree of the undirected graph is here ern GPUs and multicore CPUs . The resulting combined an integer equal to or greater than 2 . The effect of the method is sufficiently fast and accurate for the generation of shrinking factor is to reduce the number of colors . The physically based animations that are visually plausible and 
particularly suitable for video games and many other appli present inventors have found that increasing the shrinking 
cations . 15 factor too much leads to slower colorings without meaning 
The method generates solutions that are significantly ful gains in terms of reducing the number of colors and that 
more stable than those generated by many prior art methods using the minimal degree of the graph as the value of the 
If the linear system is symmetric positive definite , e . g . , in the shrinking factor leads to the best colorings . 
case of mass - spring networks , the method always converges The step of solving said system of linear equations may 
even in the case of a small number of iterations used for each 20 comprise performing successive over - relaxation . This may 
frame , allowing the method to be used in case of small time increase the convergence speed . 
budgets available for the physics computation . The amplification factor w of the successive over - relax 
Further , the method is easily scalable . The number of ation may be in the range from 1 . 75 to 1 . 95 . The inventors 
parallel steps to perform a full iteration is equal to the have found that using an amplification factor in this range 
number of colors ( typically equal to the maximum degree of 25 often results in a particularly fast convergence . The inven 
the graph or less ) and does not depend on the number of tors have also found that higher values of the amplification 
constraints in the system . The number is also considerably factor w may lead to spurious deformation modes or insta 
smaller than the maximal number of constraints influencing bilities 
a single vertex in the polygonal mesh representing the The step of applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring 
animated object . In case of the triangular and tetrahedral 30 algorithm may be performed in parallel with respect to 
meshes usually employed in computer graphics , this number several nodes of the undirected graph . By this step being is small enough to allow interactive animation of a very performed “ in parallel with respect to several nodes ” is large of number constraints . It should be noted that the 
method is capable of handling meshes without any restric meant that the computations related to these nodes are 
tion on connectivity , i . e . there is no restriction on how many 35 pe many 35 performed separately from each other , typically simultane 
other vertices a vertex may be connected to ously on different processor cores , threads or the like . 
An additional benefit arises from the fact that the residual The step of applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring 
error in sequential Gauss - Seidel depends on the order in algorithm may comprise , for each node of the undirected 
which the equations are solved . As the Brooks - Vizing graph graph , associating a list of Av / s colors with the node , where 
coloring method is randomized , this order will , according to 40 Av is the degree of the node and s is a shrinking factor 
the present invention , also be randomized . Consequently , the greater than one . This will be referred to as the “ initialization 
residual error will be more quickly removed . phase ” . 
The Brooks - Vizing coloring algorithm produces parti - The step of applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring 
tions of similar size , which leads to balanced workloads in algorithm may comprise randomly selecting , for each node , 
each parallel Gauss - Seidel processing , making sure that 45 a color in the list of colors associated with the node . This 
none of the computational units are overloaded or underuti - will be referred to as the “ tentative coloring phase ” . 
lized . The step of applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring 
Further , it has been found that the chosen type of graph algorithm may comprise , for each node , if the color selected 
coloring algorithm ( Brooks - Vizing ) is sufficiently fast to be for the node is different from the colors of all neighboring 
run as often as required , even in each frame . Thus the 50 nod nodes , accepting the color selected for the node and remov 
workload remains balanced even when the topology of the ing the color selected for the node from the palettes of the 
system changes , e . g . in case of constraints derived by neighboring nodes . This will be referred to as the “ conflict 
collisions . Moreover , it has been found that , when appro resolution phase ” . priately implemented , the chosen graph coloring algorithm In the conflict resolution phase , the method may further is fast enough to allow real - time coloring of very large 55 
graphs , even graphs as large as those representing physically comprise , for each node , if the color selected for the node is 
animated objects discretized as meshes and a large number the same as the color of at least one neighboring node and 
of interacting constraints . This is at least partly because the if the node has a higher index than all the neighboring nodes , 
algorithm can use considerably fewer colors than the maxi - accepting the color selected for the node . The present 
mal degree of the graph . It is desirable to have as small a 60 inventors have found that this Hungarian heuristic strategy 
number of colors as possible in order to reduce the number may greatly reduce the number of coloring rounds needed by 
of kernel executions . the algorithm to color all the nodes of the graph and , hence , 
The energy function may be determined by one of Pro - to increase computational speed . jection Dynamics and Position Based Dynamics . The T he step of applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring 
method is particularly suitable for solving the large sparse 65 algorithm may comprise adding a color to the lists of colors 
linear systems from these frameworks which support a wide which have run out of colors . This will be referred to as the 
range of different types of constraints . " feed the hungry phase ” . 
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It is noted that the invention relates to all possible where h is the time step , M is the mass matrix and the forces 
combinations of features recited in the claims . are evaluated at tzt . It has been shown ( S . Bouaziz et al . , 
2014 , “ Projective dynamics : Fusing constraint projections BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS for fast simulation ” , ACM Trans . Graph . 33 , 4 ( July ) , 
5 154 : 1 - 154 : 11 ) that this is equivalent to solving a minimiza The present invention will be described in more detail tion problem that can be efficiently tackled with an iterative with reference to the appended drawings , showing currently local / global alternation approach . For each iteration , q is preferred embodiments of the invention . first projected on the nearest point p lying on the energy - free FIGS . la and 1b show schematic illustrations of adja manifold defined by each constraint ( the local step ) . Then , cency matrices . 
FIG . 2 shows an animation system for interactive , real 110 the distance of the current state ( qi , V ; ) ( ) from the resulting local configurations p ; is minimized ( the global step ) . The time animation of soft body dynamics . 
FIG . 3 shows a flowchart of a method for interactive , local step is inherently parallel because it is performed for each constraint independently from the other constraints . real - time animation of soft body dynamics . The global step is equivalent to solving the large sparse 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CURRENTLY 15 linear system Yq = b : 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 
Ms 
FAS ; 9 = 
b 
( 1 ) A method for interactive , real - time animation of soft body m2 + s ? A?B ; p : dynamics according to an embodiment of the invention will 
be described in the following with reference to FIGS . 1 and 
2 . The present invention may , however , be embodied in 
many different forms and should not be construed as limited with s ( k ) = q ( k ) + hv ( k ) + h?M - ' fr where s ( k ) is the explicit to the embodiment set forth herein ; rather , this embodiment integration of the state q ) ignoring the internal forces , A ; is provided for thoroughness and completeness , and fully 25 and B , are constant matrices that define the constraint i ( for convey the scope of the invention to the skilled person . the definition of common constraints , see : T . Liu et al . , 2013 , The soft body to be animated , henceforth referred to as the 
“ Fast simulation of mass - spring systems " , ACM Trans . 
" object for brevity , is represented as a 3D model defined by Graph . 32 , 6 ( November ) , 214 : 1 - 214 : 7 ; and S . Bouaziz et a set of vertices connected by edges . The edges and vertices al . , 2014 , “ Projective dynamics : Fusing constraint projec may form polygons that approximate the outer surface of the 30 tions for fast simulation ” , ACM Trans . Graph . 33 , 4 ( July ) , object or polyhedrons that approximate the volume of the 154 : 1 - 154 : 11 ) . Further , S ; is the selector matrix to select object . The polygons and polyhedrons may for example be only the particles influenced by the constraint i . irregular triangles and irregular tetrahedrons , respectively . The global step is the main computational hurdle when Hence , the object may be discretized as a mesh by the computing how the object moves in response to an external vertices and edges . 35 force . In the presently described embodiment , this compu The method includes defining a set of physical constraints tation starts by advancing the dynamics of the system with involving the vertices and / or edges . The constraints may for an explicit Euler step ( step 1 in Table 1 below ) . Then , a example be related to the distances between the vertices , i . e . coloring algorithm divides the set of vertices in independent the lengths of the edges , and / or the volume of polyhedrons partitions ; each one corresponding to a color ( step 2 in Table formed by the vertices and edges . Typical examples of such 40 1 ) . The solver iterates K times over all of the constraints . constraints are bending constraints , volume preservation Each particle q ; belonging to partition C ; is processed in 
constraints and constraints based on models describing a parallel . All the corrections induced by all the constraints relationship between distance and force , such as mass - spring sharing the particle are computed and summed together 
models . The constraints may relate each vertex to its nearest ( steps 3 - 6 in Table 1 ) . Then , a Successive Over - Relaxation neighbors and / or neighbors farther away . h 45 ( SOR ) is applied to further accelerate the convergence speed The constraints generate forces that enter into the math ( step 7 in Table 1 ) . The amplification factor w of the SOR ematical equations governing the dynamics of the object . may for example equal 1 . 9 . It should be noted that the SOR These equations may be derived using a variety of step is optional and may or may not be performed in other approaches , for example Projective Dynamics which will be embodiments . Finally , the solution of the solver is assigned used in this case . In that approach , the object is modelled as 
a set of constrained particles , the constraints expressing 50 to the current position of the particles , and the velocity is updated accordingly ( steps 8 - 9 in Table 1 ) . relationships between subsets of the particles , such as a 
spring connecting two particles . The position of the particles TABLE 1 are the positions of the vertices of the mesh . The state of the 
system of particles is defined by the position qeR3mn of the q° 4 , + hv , + h?M - ' fext 
n particles , and their velocity v eR3 * . The forces fint , which Graph coloring : V = { qi , i = 1 , . . . , N } is partitioned into 
are generated internally by the constraints , are defined as the p colors C1 , . . . , Cp , such that V ( 91 , q ; ) E C? , q ; and q ; are 
not shared by any constraint gradient of the sum of energy functions Wi , i . e . fin = - ; V W ; for k = 0 . . . K - 1 do ( q ) . Given the state ( q ; , v : ) ( K ) and the current external force for each partition C ; – V do 
fext at time tz , the solver computes the internal forces fint and for each qi EC ; do in parallel 
the next state ( qi , v : ) K + 1 ) using the implicit Euler scheme Qk + 1 = solve ( 92 " , 9 ) qk + 1 < w ( @ k + 1 - 9 : 4 - 1 ) + q * - 1 
4x + 1 q * 
V : + 1 < ( 9 : + 1 - q . ) / h ( q [ k + 1 ) = qk ) + hulk + 1 ) 
1 v6k + 1 ) = vlk ) + hM - ' ( Sext + fint ) 65 The graph coloring procedure ( step 2 in Table 1 ) of the 
presently described embodiment will now be described in 
more detail with reference to Table 2 below which illustrates 
För f öjää
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a simple , randomized algorithm belonging to the class of and columns of the matrices represent the indices of the 
Brooks - Vizing node coloring algorithms ( D . A . Grable and nodes . A matrix element m ; ; is not empty if the correspond 
A . Panconesi , 2000 , “ Fast distributed algorithms for Brooks ing nodes i and j are shared by a constraint . The rows of the 
Vizing colorings ” , Journal of Algorithms 37 , 1 , 85 - 120 ) . The matrices represent equations to be solved , and each equation 
input of the algorithm is the undirected graph G correspond - 5 corresponds to a constraint . The initial matrix ( see FIG . 1a ) 
ing to the matrix Y in Equation 1 above . Every node v of the is unordered , and by re - ordering the indices of the nodes in graph G is initially assigned a palette of available colors the graph according to their color , the off - diagonal elements denoted as P , , . Colors are identified by consecutive natural are “ pushed ” away from the diagonal . The final , ordered 
numbers . V denotes the set of nodes , and U denotes the set matrix ( see FIG . 1b ) have separate blocks along the diago 
of currently uncolored nodes . 10 10 nal . The elements of each block are zero except for the During the initialization phase ( steps 1 - 3 in Table 2 ) of the unknowns on the diagonal , so the unknowns of a block are presently described embodiment , a list of A / s colors is given independent from each other and each block can be solved to the palette of each node v , where , is the degree of v and in parallel . The different blocks can be solved one after the s > 1 is the palette shrinking factor , which is constant for the inp 
whole graph . Then , the actual coloring round procedure 15 ore 15 other . This is different from traditional back - substitution 
starts and is repeated until all the nodes have been colored . where the equations are solved one at a time and after each 
Each coloring round comprises three parallel steps . In the other . Differently stated , as a result of the re - ordering , 
tentative coloring phase ( steps 5 - 6 in Table 2 ) , a color c ( v ) instead of solving for one unknown after the other as in the 
is randomly chosen among the available colors in the palette lexicographic Gauss - Seidel , all the unknowns belonging to 
Py , and assigned to v . Then , in the conflict resolution phase 20 the same color can be solved simultaneously in parallel . 
( steps 7 - 12 in Table 2 ) , each node checks that none of its FIG . 2 shows an animation system 1 in the form of a 
neighbors has selected the same tentative color . If this computer capable of performing the method described 
occurs , the coloring of v is accepted and c ( v ) is removed above . The system 1 comprises a modelling unit 2 , a 
from the palette of the neighbors . In the feed the hungry coloring unit 3 , a solving unit 4 , an updating unit 5 , an input 
phase ( steps 14 - 16 in Table 2 ) , a color is added to the palettes 25 port 6 and an output port 7 . The system 1 may further 
which have run out of colors . The maximal amount of colors comprise a non - transient memory 8 , such as a random access 
allowed is 4 + 1 , but typically this maximal threshold is not memory or a read only memory . The memory 8 has com 
reached . puter readable code stored thereon which implements the 
Thus , the graph coloring procedure is iterative . If not all above - described method . All or some of the units 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 
of the randomly selected colors are accepted during the first 30 the ports 6 , 7 and the memory 8 may be integrated in a single 
round of conflict resolution , which is typically the case , element , for example a GPU or a CPU , in particular a 
there will be a second round of tentative coloring in which multicore CPU . Alternatively , all of the units 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , the 
a new random color is given to each node whose color was ports 6 , 7 and the memory 8 may be separate elements . A 
not accepted . This is followed by second rounds of conflict display 9 , such as an LED screen or an LCD screen , is 
resolution and feed the hungry , and the cycle is repeated 35 connected , either directly or indirectly , to the output port 7 . 
until the coloring of every node has been accepted . The display 9 may be integrated with the system 1 , although 
To speed up the conflict resolution phase , the Hungarian in the illustrated example the display 9 is separate from the 
heuristic may be employed ( M . Luby , 1985 , “ A simple system 1 . 
parallel algorithm for the maximal independent set prob - During use of the system 1 , the modelling unit 2 generates 
lem ” , “ Proceedings of the Seventeenth Annual ACM Sym - 40 a 3D model 10 of a soft body , and the model 10 is shown on 
posium on Theory of Computing ” , ACM , New York , N . Y . , the display 9 by the system 1 . For illustrative purposes , a 
USA , STOC ' 85 , 1 - 10 ) . According to this approach , in case model 10 in the form of a piece of cloth discretized as a mesh 
of conflict , if the node has the higher index among its with vertices and edges is shown in FIG . 2 . When a user 11 
neighbors then the coloring is considered legitimate . interacts with the model 10 , the system 1 receives , via the 
45 input port 6 , a data signal detailing the interaction . The 
TABLE 2 interaction may for example be that the user 11 pulls the piece of cloth using a computer mouse or , if the display 9 is 
U - V ? Initialization a touch screen , a finger . At least partly based on the received for all nodes v EU do 
P , = { 0 , . . . , 4 , / s } data signal , the system 1 computes how the model 10 moves 
while IU > 0 do 50 in response to the user ' s 11 interaction with the model 10 . A 
for all nodes v EU do Tentative coloring real - time animation of the model 10 is subsequently shown 
c ( v ) – random color in P , on the display 9 by the system 1 . I 0 
for all nodes v EU do ? Conflict resolution The system 1 generates the animation of the model 10 by 
S - { colors of all the neighbors of v } repeatedly solving a set of equations governing the dynam 
10 : if c ( v ) € S then 55 ics of the model 10 . The equations are solved in the 11 : I - IU { v } 
12 : remove c ( v ) from palette of neighbors of v following way . At the beginning of each frame of the 
UEU - I animation sequence , the coloring unit 3 partitions the set of 
for all nodes v EU do > Feed the hungry equations governing the dynamics of the object 10 such that 
if P = 0 then the unknowns in the equations belonging to the same 16 : P , P , U { IP , 1 + 1 } 60 partition are independent of each other . The partitioning is 
done using a randomized Brooks - Vizing coloring algorithm . 
The re - ordering induced by the coloring is illustrated in Then , the solving unit 4 solves all the equations belonging 
FIGS . 1a and 1b showing the adjacency matrices corre - to the same partition at the same time in parallel in a single 
sponding to the constraint graphs . More specifically , these Gauss - Seidel step , i . e . unknowns that belong to the same 
adjacency matrices correspond to the matrix Y in Equation 65 color are solved in parallel . The model 10 is updated by the 
1 and represent the topology of the constraints in the mesh updating unit 5 , and the updated model 10 is shown on the 
before ( FIG . 1a ) and after ( FIG . 1b ) the coloring . The rows display 9 by the system 1 . 
90w 
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With reference to FIG . 3 , and with continued reference to 5 . The method according to claim 4 , wherein the shrinking 
FIG . 2 , the operation of the system 1 may be summarized as factor equals the minimum degree of the undirected graph . 
follows : the modelling unit 2 provides a 3D model of a soft 6 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the step of 
body 10 in a step S1 ; the system 1 provides a first iteration solving said system of linear equations further comprises 
of the animation in a step S2 ; the modelling unit 2 defines 5 performing successive over - relaxation . 
a set of physical constraints forming a system of linear 7 . The method according to claim 6 , wherein an ampli 
equations in a step S3 ; the coloring unit 3 applies a Brooks - fication factor w of the successive over - relaxation is in the 
Vizing node coloring algorithm in a step S4 ; the solving unit range from 1 . 75 to 1 . 95 . 
4 solves the system of linear equations by applying a 8 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the step of 
Gauss - Seidel algorithm in a step S5 ; the updating unit 5 10 applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring algorithm is per 
updates the 3D model in a step S6 ; and the system 1 provides formed in parallel with respect to several nodes of the 
a next iteration of the animation in a step S7 . undirected graph . 
The person skilled in the art realizes that the present 9 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the step of 
invention by no means is limited to the preferred embodi - applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring algorithm com 
ments described above . On the contrary , many modifications 15 prises , for each node of the undirected graph , associating a 
and variations are possible within the scope of the appended list of A / s colors with the node , where 4 , is the degree of 
claims . For example , the mathematical equations governing the node and s is a shrinking factor greater than one . 
the dynamics of the object can be derived using another 10 . The method according to claim 9 , wherein the step of 
approach than Projective Dynamics as long as the approach applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring algorithm further 
makes it possible to formulate the dynamical equations as a 20 comprises randomly selecting , for each node , a color in the 
large , sparse linear system of equations . Position Based list of colors associated with the node . 
Dynamics is an example of an approach which may be used 11 . The method according to claim 10 , wherein the step of 
instead of Projective Dynamics . Further , it should be noted applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring algorithm further 
that each of the tentative coloring phase , the conflict reso - comprises , for each node , 
lution phase and the feed the hungry phase may or may not 25 if the color selected for the node is different from the 
be performed using parallel computing . colors of all neighboring nodes , accepting the color 
In the claims , any reference signs placed between paren selected for the node and removing the color selected 
theses shall not be construed as limiting to the claim . The for the node from the palettes of the neighboring nodes . 
word " comprising " does not exclude the presence of other 12 . The method according to claim 11 , further comprising , 
elements or steps than those listed in the claim . The word “ a ” 30 for each node , 
or “ an ” preceding an element does not exclude the presence if the color selected for the node is the same as the color 
of a plurality of such elements . of at least one neighboring node and if the node has a 
What is claimed is : higher index than all the neighboring nodes , accepting 
1 . A method for interactive , real - time animation of soft the color selected for the node . 
body dynamics , comprising the steps of : 35 13 . The method according to claim 12 , wherein the step 
providing a 3D model of a soft body , said model com of applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring algorithm further 
prising a set of vertices connected by edges ; comprises adding a color to the lists of colors which have 
providing a first iteration of the animation ; run out of colors . 
defining a set of physical constraints between vertices in 14 . A non - transitory medium comprising computer code 
the 3D model , said set of constraints forming a system 40 configured to perform the method according to claim 1 . 
of linear equations , Yq = b , where q is a set of unknowns 15 . An animation system for interactive , real - time anima 
representing positions of the vertices , Y is a sparse t ion of soft body dynamics , comprising : 
matrix , and b is an energy function comprising effects an input port configured to receive instructions from a 
of external forces ; user , wherein the input port enables the user to interact 
solving said system of linear equations by : 45 in real time with a 3D model of a soft body to be 
applying a Brooks - Vizing node coloring algorithm to animated ; 
an undirected graph corresponding to the matrix Y , an output port connectable to a display for displaying an 
thereby partitioning the system of linear equations animation of the soft body based on the received 
into a set of partitions each including an independent instructions from the user ; 
subset of unknowns , a modelling unit configured to provide the 3D model , said 
for each partition , applying a Gauss - Seidel based solver model comprising a set of vertices connected by edges , 
in parallel , thereby solving the system of linear the modelling unit being further configured to define a 
equations to determine an approximation of the set of physical constraints between vertices in the 3D 
unknowns ; model , said set of constraints forming a system of linear 
using the determined approximation of the unknowns to 55 equations , Yq = b , where q is a set of unknowns repre 
update the 3D model ; and senting positions of the vertices , Y is a sparse matrix , 
providing a next iteration of the animation . and b is an energy function comprising effects of 
2 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the energy external forces ; 
function is determined by one of Projection Dynamics and a coloring unit configured to apply a Brooks - Vizing node 
Position Based Dynamics . coloring algorithm to an undirected graph correspond 
3 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the number ing to the matrix Y , thereby partitioning the system of 
of partitions is equal to or less than the maximum degree of linear equations into a set of partitions each including 
the undirected graph . an independent subset of unknowns ; 
4 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the number a solving unit configured to , for each partition , apply a 
of partitions is equal to A / s , where A is equal to the 65 Gauss - Seidel based algorithm in parallel , thereby solv 
maximum degree of the undirected graph and s is a shrinking ing the system of linear equations to determine an 
factor greater than one . approximation of the unknowns ; and 
45 
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an updating unit configured to update the 3D model based 20 . The animation system according to claim 19 , wherein 
on the determined approximation of the unknowns . the coloring unit is configured to randomly select , for each 
16 . The animation system according to claim 15 , wherein node , a color in the list of colors associated with the node . 
the modelling unit is configured to determine the energy 21 . The animation system according to claim 20 , wherein 
function based on one of Projection Dynamics and Position 5 the coloring unit is configured to , for each node , 
Based Dynamics . if the color selected for the node is different from the 17 . The animation system according to claim 15 , wherein colors of all neighboring nodes , accept the color the coloring unit is configured to partition the system of selected for the node and remove the color selected for linear equations into a set of partitions such that the number 
of partitions is the equal to or less than the maximum degree 10 the node from the palettes of the neighboring nodes . 
of the undirected graph . 22 . The animation system according to claim 21 , wherein 
18 . The animation system according to claim 15 , wherein the coloring unit is configured to , for each node , 
the coloring unit is configured to apply a Brooks - Vizing if the color selected for the node is the same as the color 
of at least one neighboring node and if the node has a node coloring algorithm in parallel with respect to several 
nodes of the undirected graph . higher index than all the neighboring nodes , accept the 
19 . The animation system according to claim 15 , wherein color selected for the node . 
the coloring unit is configured to apply , for each node of the 23 . The animation system according to claim 22 , wherein 
undirected graph , associate a list of A / s colors with the the coloring unit is configured to add a color to the lists of colors which have run out of colors . node , where A , is the degree of the node and s is a shrinking 
factor greater than one . * * * * 
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